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Features that make a difference.
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Heated Seat & Lumbar

Monitor Arm

Swivel Folding Tablet

USB Port & 3 Prong Outlet

Central Locking System
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For the past three decades, IOA has collaborated with 

cancer centers globally to design a wide range of 

infusion chairs that support and comfort the patient 

while facilitating the challenging work of the caregiver.

Infusion Recliner
Collection
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Give patients a sense of 

independence to enable them 

to recline and get up without 

asking for help, while easing the 

caregiver’s strenuous work.

Allow caregivers to lift patients 

to a comfortable height for a 

closer connection and improve 

quality of care and safety.

The Options are Endless
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When a chair is anchored 

to the floor, it stays where it 

should be and does not get 

pushed around the room.

Manual recliners allow the 

patient to effortlessly recline 

and find the most comfortable 

position.



Suspend Powered Recliner with Stand & Lift Assist

Give patients a sense of 

independence to enable 

them to recline and get 

up without asking for help, 

while easing the caregiver’s 

strenuous work.

628S-25M

Assists patients to their feet, giving them a sense of independence and dignity

Facilitates caregivers’ strenuous task of assisting patients

Effortless reclining at a touch of a button for patients of any physical condition

Multiple reclining positions including; lay flat and trendelenburg 

Adjust back and footrest independently to find the most comfortable positions

Locking caster base for easy and safe mobility

Features & Benefits

Stand Assist



Lift chair with a 750 lb load capacity

Assists bariatric patients to their feet, giving a sense of independence and dignity

Facilitates caregivers’ strenuous task of assisting patients

Multiple reclining positions including; lay flat and trendelenburg 

Adjust back and foot rest independently to find the most comfortable positions

Locking caster base for easy and safe mobility

Features & Benefits

Suspend Bariatric (750lbs) Powered Recliner with Lift Assist

Give patients a sense of 

independence to enable 

them to recline and get 

up without asking for help, 

while easing the caregiver’s 

strenuous work.

628S-09M-750

Stand Assist



Infusion Exam Chair

Allow caregivers to lift 

patients to a comfortable 

height for a closer 

connection and improve 

quality of care and safety.

628S-29M

Vertical Lift

Vertical lift brings patient closer to caregiver improving the quality of care

Effortless reclining at a touch of a button for patients of any physical condition

360-degree barrier-free access to patient 

Allows for patient examination during the infusion

Reduces risk of back strain for caregivers

650 lb Weight Capacity

Features & Benefits



Brings patient to bed level for safe and easy transfer

Hydraulic mechanism allows for effortless lift

Incremental back adjustment with independent footrest lever

Vertical movement facilitates ease to stand for weakened patients

Reduces risk of painful and costly injuries to caregivers

550 lb Weight Capacity 

Features & Benefits

628S-52HL

Safe Patient Handling Recliner

Vertical Lift

Allow caregivers to lift 

patients to a comfortable 

height for a closer 

connection and improve 

quality of care and safety.



Helios Swivel Powered Recliner

When a chair is anchored 

to the floor, it stays where it 

should be and does not get 

pushed around the room.

628S-51-SWB

An Infusion Recliner that is fixed to the floor is always where it should be

Internal power and optional data cables for safety and cleanability 

270-Degree Rotation 

Effortless reclining at a touch of a button for patients of any physical condition

One-touch operation with multi-function wand

650 lb Weight Capacity

Features & Benefits

Fixed to Floor



Effortless reclining by pushing back on arms

Simple recline with no levers or buttons

Intuitive trendelenburg pedal 

Dual tablet capability adds convenience to patient and caregiver 

Available with multiple caster options for mobility and patient transport

550 lb Weight Capacity

Features & Benefits

628S-45

Push on the Arm Trendelenburg Recliner 

Manual recliners allow 

the patient to effortlessly 

recline and find the most 

comfortable position.

Simple & Intuitive



Infinite Position Recliner

Manual recliners allow 

the patient to effortlessly 

recline and find the most 

comfortable position.

628S-52

Workhorse recliner built to withstand the rigors of 24/7 care

Independent back and footrest allows for infinite reclining positions 

Available with multiple caster options for mobility and patient transport

Intuitive Trendelenburg pedal 

Field replaceable components 

550 lb Weight Capacity and optional Fall Prevention Technology

Features & Benefits

Simple & Intuitive



Small scale footprint 

Comfortable seating for patient visitors 

Optional storage drawers

Designed for family centered care 

Unique bench designed for infusion care

Available in custom dimensions 

Features & Benefits

111-BC-60

Infusion Bench

Provides a comfortable 

space for patient visitors 

designed to encourage 

family-centered care.



Folding Side Tablet
4000FST

Swiveling Side Tablet
4000SWTX

Fall Prevention Technology

FPX

Accessories

Adding convienece for 

healthcare providers and 

patients with a multitude 

of accessories to enhance 

nearly any chair.

Heated Seat & Lumbar Heated Seat & Lumbar with Massage

4000HSL-NM 4000HC-MSG

iPad Cradle
4000IPC

Swiveling Profile Tablet
4000SPT2

Ergotron TV Arm
4000ETV

Toggle Central Locking System

4000CLS

Pedal Central Locking System

4000CLS

Drainage Bag Holder

4000DBH



Folding Arm Button

4000FAR

Folding Arm Lever

4000FAR

Accessories

IV Pole & Holder

4000IVP

Flare Back Straight Back

Rolling Footray

4000FPT

Soft Grip Push Bar

4000PBS

USB / USB-C Access

4000USB-P

Anything we can do to alleviate its side effects should be intelligently 

explored with an open mind.

Chemotherapy is such a hard, hard kiss

-Diane Ladd



Specification Guide

Powered Recliner with Stand
& Lift Assist Straight Back

Push on the Arm 
Trendelenburg Recliner 
Straight Back

Helios Swivel / Powered 
Recliner Straight Back

Powered Recliner with Stand
& Lift Assist Straight Back

Push on the Arm 
Trendelenburg Recliner
Flare Back

Helios Swivel / Powered 
Recliner Flare Back

628S-25M

front

front front

frontleft side

left side left side

left sideassisted lift

right side reverse recline

assisted lift

628S-45
628S-51M-SWB

628F-25M

628F-45
628F-51M-SWB

w30.5”  d35”  h41.5” 
sw24.5”  sd20”  sh19.5”  
vh57.5” lh16” ah26”
rd68.5”

w30.5”  d35”  h41.5” 
sw24.5”  sd20”  sh19.5”  
vh57.5”  lh16” ah26” 
rd68.5”

w34”  d38”  h45.5” 
sw22.5”  sd20”  sh20”  
rd64.5”  ah26”

w34”  d38”  h45.5” 
sw22.5”  sd20”  sh20”  
rd64.5”  ah26”

w34”  d40”  h48” 
sw24”  sd21”  sh22.5”  
rd72”  ah28.25”

w34”  d40”  h48” 
sw24”  sd21”  sh22.5”  
rd72”  ah28.25”

w34.5”  d38”  h45” 
sw27.5”  sd21”  sh20”  
rd66” vh57.5” lh12.5”
ah26.25”

w34.5”  d38”  h45” 
sw27.5”  sd21”  sh20”  
rd66” vh57.5” lh12.5”
ah26.25”ydg: 8  

wt cap: 550lb 
ydg: 8  
wt cap: 550lb 

ydg: 7  
wt cap: 550lb 

ydg: 7  
wt cap: 550lb 

ydg: 8  
wt cap: 650lb 

ydg: 8  
wt cap: 650lb 

ydg: 9  
wt cap: 750lb 

ydg: 9  
wt cap: 750lb 

628-09M-750 628-09M-750

Suspend Bariatric (750 lbs) 
Powered Recliner with Lift Assist
Straight Back

Suspend Bariatric (750 lbs) 
Powered Recliner with Lift Assist
Flare Back

front top

front front

left side isometric

left side left side

right side

vertical lift vertical lift

Infinite Poition Recliner 
Straight Back

Infusion Bench

Infusion Exam Chair
Straight Back

Safe Patient Handling 
Straight Back

Infinite Poition Recliner 
Flare Back

Infusion Exam Chair
Flare Back

Safe Patient Handling
Flare Back

628S-52
11-BC-60

628S-29M 628S-52HL

628F-52

628F-29M 628F-52HL

w35”  d37.5”  h46” 
sw24”  sd20.5”  sh20.5”  
rd72”  ah26”

w35”  d37.5”  h46” 
sw24”  sd20.5”  sh20.5”  
rd72”  ah26”

w60”  d22.5”  h32.5” 
sw55”  sd17”  sh18.5”  
dw24” dd16”  dh3”

w34”  d37”  h46.5” 
sw24”  sd21”  sh19”  
rd72.5”  vh37.5” lh12”

w30”  d36”  h46” 
sw24”  sd23”  sh19”  
rd70”  vh29” vh29”

w35”  d37.5”  h46” 
sw24”  sd21”  sh20.5”  
rd72” vh30.5”  lh10”
ah26.75”

w35”  d37.5”  h46” 
sw24”  sd21”  sh20.5”  
rd72” vh30.5”  lh10”
ah26.75”

ydg: 7  
wt cap: 550lb 

ydg: 7  
wt cap: 550lb 

ydg: 10
wt cap: 550lb 

ydg: 8  
wt cap: 650lb 

ydg: 8  
wt cap: 650lb ydg: 7  

wt cap: 550lb 
ydg: 7  
wt cap: 550lb 



Recliners

Polyester
Armcaps  /  Footrest Lever

05 Black 20 Deep Green 25 Victorian Teal

Tablets

Laminate

Asian Sand
7952K-18

Beigewood
7850-60

Mangalore Mango
7974-38

Skyline Walnut
7964K-12

Studio Teak
7960K-18

River Cherry
7937-38

Cafelle
7933K-07

Huntington Maple
7929-38

Tables

LG Finishes

Marta GreyArtic White

Finishes

08 Cordovan 11 Purple 12 Blackberry 15 Navy 17 Blue Grey

26 Teal Grey 30 Grey 32 Pewter 33 Fog 35 Brown 41 Maplenut 42 Beige 43 Concrete

44 Toast 45 Pebble

Tables
Thermofoil

Haze SupperMatte Fling SuperMatte Shark Grey Swiss Elm Matte 2231 Kings Canyon 9019 Palos Mahagony 2301

Valencia 2196 Havana 2195 Dolce Vita 2173 Rustic Cherry 208 Kasei Maple Fusion Maple 2044

Powdercoat
Legs

Silver Metallic
Cardinal GR1342

Special Grey
Cardinal GR494

Bronze Hammer
Cardinal BR161

Black Powdercoat White Powdercoat

Drawer Fronts

Laminate

Asian Sand
7952K-18

Beigewood
7850-60

Mangalore Mango
7974-38

Skyline Walnut
7964K-12

Studio Teak
7960K-18

River Cherry
7937-38

Cafelle
7933K-07

Huntington Maple
7929-38

Infusion BenchFinishes

Ontario White

Travertine 4071

Wheel Silve
Powdercoat

r



IOA Healthcare Furniture

Thomasville, NC

www.ioa-hcf.com

336.475.7106


